
                                                                                                                    

 

August 30, 2022 

 

ALUMINOR will be present at Maison&Objet 

September 8 – 12, 2022 

in Paris Nord Villepinte 

Hall 6 / Today Sector / Stand G92  
 

 

 

ALUMINOR specializes in the creation, manufacture and marketing of indoor lighting. 

It offers all types of luminaires for decoration and office:  

lamps, floor lamps, wall lamps and suspensions. 

 

 

ALUMINOR it is: 

 

*recognised know-how, 

 

*70 years of experience, 

 

*one of the oldest French manufacturers of interior lighting and… one of the last 

remaining in operation,  

 

*workshops located near Nice (06) with its own manufacturing lines, integrated logistics 

and a team of 18 people, 

 

*ambitious CSR approaches. 
 



 

 

 

*ALUMINOR adapts its luminaires to the needs and desires of its customers: 

With its strengths, the know-how of its teams and its workshops located in France, 

ALUMINOR adapts its luminaires to the needs and desires of its customers while 

maintaining very responsive deadlines.  

« Our team studies your needs and adapts our luminaires to your specific requests: 

colors, materials.... Among other things, we have a paint booth that allows us to adjust 

the color of our luminaires to your every desire!" says Richard BARBETT, CEO of 

ALUMINOR for 3 years. 

 

 

*ALUMINOR creates and manufactures specific luminaires for its customers: 

In addition, ALUMINOR is also able to create, develop and manufacture luminaires 

specifically for its customers. Architects, decorators, hoteliers, restaurateurs… the 

ALUMINOR team accompanies them at every stage of their project to ensure satisfaction 

and compliance with deadlines. 

 

 

*ALUMINOR undertakes CSR initiatives: 

Finally, ALUMINOR is involved in several CSR initiatives, in particular to reduce the 

environmental impact of its luminaires (ecodesign, repairability, etc.) and more 

generally, its activity. 

 

Come and meet us on M&O (Hall 6 stand G92)!  

We will be happy to present our collections, our know-how and our achievements. 

 

Find all our lights on: www.aluminor.fr 

 

 

Press contact : Florence BARBETT : florence.barbett@aluminor.fr / 06.13.80.09.46 
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